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Chinh phu ngam khuc dang tran con

Nickelodeon There's no way you can really know what the heartbreak is until the TV couple you send don't get together before the show they're on is canceled, which is the case for every poor soul that sent Tori and Beck (played by Victoria Justice and Avan Jogia) on Nickelodeon's Victorious. On the
show, Beck ended up with his lifelong girlfriend, Jade, leaving every Bori loader crying forever on the cold, hard ground. But Victoria Justice just went to Twitter to share a poster for her upcoming film, The Outskirts, and there are two things about the film that will make Bori's chargers happy. First of all, the
film also stars Avan Jogia, which means we're already getting a meeting from Bori, but even better: They're going to be playing each other's love interests! The Outskirts tells the story of Jodi (Victoria Justice), a high school student seeking revenge after her school's queen bee makes an unpleasant joke.
She joins her school's outings to bring down the popular clique, but when a taste of power goes to their heads, their relationship with their bestie, Mindy, and their looming romance with Dave (AKA, Avan Jogia) is in jeopardy. Check out the movie poster below and enjoy the possible Bori!
Twitter/VictoriaJustice Yup! Although this film is The Outskirts and not Victorious, we can totally imagine that Jodi and Dave are actually Tori and Beck, at last admitting their love for each other on screen in an alternate reality (i.e., if Jodi can get his life together and stop obsessing about revenge). Can
you believe that Bori could really happen (something like that)?! This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io why, hello there! I'm going to
make this clear right away, because I've seen this kind of thing on other wikis: This is my, VicBORIous, story line, which I'll then deliver to my story. Don't steal it, copy it, rewrite it, or use it in any way. I'm sorry if I sound rude, but it's true. But don't do it. Or if not. My first blog, so it'll probably suck. But our
amazing founder, BoriLovah, wanted me to write a blog about how I think Beck and Tori should become BORI! So, here I come. I imagine that as the episodes progress, beck and Tori will start hanging out together, a little more each episode until they are virtually inseparable. They will do the kind of
things that friends as well, like talking to each other, making jokes, making silly videos for slapping, etc. You know, just friends stuff. Nothing romantic...... Still. one day, (I imagine it's about five minutes to the episode,) a new student at Hollywood Arts asks them for directions to a certain classroom,
making a vague reference about how they make a nice couple. Beck and Tori, trapped trapped hastily tell the new student they're not dating. But after that, fearing that more people will think they are a couple or fear that they will already think that, and are not sure of their own feelings, avoid each other for
the rest of the day. The next day, the two still avoid being together and feel uncomfortable when they are. Cat asks Tori what's wrong, and she tells her about the incident with the new student, and confesses she doesn't know what to do now. When Cats asks if she likes Beck, Tori immediately says yes,
but when Cat corrects herself, asking if Tori was in love with Beck, Tori babbles about how she doesn't know if she's in love with him or not and that even if she did she didn't and he and Jade had only broken up a little a little earlier , and she keeps going until Cat is distracted by something completely
absurd and out of context, like a parrot.) Beck and André have a similar conversation, which is almost the same, except that Beck does not babble and André does not flee after a bird. That night, Tori returns home and, after seeing her sister in the kitchen, asks Trina for her opinion. Trina, however, is
busy testing a new face mask as she leans over the sink, and barely recognizes Tori's question. Tori gets angry and leaves. Beck finds Tori in that platform thing about the Asphalt Café (you know what I'm talking about, right?) and says she thought she might be up there. When Tori asks him why, he
replies that he once told her that she goes up there when she is upset, as when Jade kept trying to take his share in his Steamboat production Suzy. Tori briefly mentions that she remembers him and how crazy her life is. Then they start talking about how they don't like it when they avoid each other, and
how they shouldn't be so paranoid about a comment a person made. Tori says she can prove they're just friends and kisses him. They split up, and she smiles, saying she confirms they're just friends, because they didn't feel any attraction during the kiss. She agrees, and she starts to leave. However,
after taking about two steps down the stairs, she turns around and they both bend over and kiss showing that they really like each other. AND THAT'S THE END OF THE EPISODE. So, what did you think? Was it good? Were they too out of character? Did I add too much detail or not enough? TELL
MEEEEEEEEEEEEE. SECONDARY NOTES: I need a subframe, something to do with Robbie and Jade, as they were not involved in the main plot. Any suggestions? Suggestions may also include Cat and André. WHAT SHOULD THIS EPISODE BE CALLED? I know it's not real, but it seems like a
shame it doesn't have an official name. I'm trying to think of some, too. Yes!!! No!!! he's with Jade, I hope not. Maybe and Andre Tori and Beck met each other. (added by Alvinittany4eva) YOU HAVE TO!!!!!!!! bade forever!!!! Hate Hate Tori!!!!!! bade forever!!!! I hate you Tori!!!!!! no, he'll end up with me
he's not going to end up with me hope not, he's destined for jade! tori has andre! I hope not, it's meant for jade! tori has andre! who knows maybe it must be Cat and Beck! See how the cat smiles long... they should be Cat and Beck! See how Cat smiles long at Beck in Tori and Jade's Pl Beck might want
to, but I&amp;- 39; m I'm not sure Tori Beck might want to, but I'm not sure Tori Well, I like Jade and Beck, but you never know... Well, I like Jade and Beck, but you never know... Personally I like jade and call together there fun... Personally I like jade and call together fun there and I think they like each
one I love it and jade but, he&amp;o 39; ll problaby get with... I love him and jade but, he problaby get with tori hate Tori (added by catAGvalentine) Page 2 Not trying to be rude to anyone who wants them together, but at this point, seems unlikely. Yes, Beck and Tori kissed, but keep in mind that was the
first episode. After the couple's first episodes, Tori and Beck seemed to have less and less romantic moments. In recent episodes, they have had little interaction. Besides, Beck dated Jade, who's a bad, bad girl for three years, so it seems unlikely she'd want to date a romantic girl like Tori. Now, Beck and
Jade broke up, giving a chance for other couples to happen, however, according to Dan Schneider, the show's producer on their twitter, Beck and Jade will most likely be together again over time. +100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. Terms-Privacy-AdChoices-RSS-HelpAbout Answers-
Community Guidelines-Classification Table-Knowledge Partners-Points &amp;gt; View comments- See the Source Comments Share Tori: (flirtatiously) I know what will make you feel better. Beck: Jumping Jacks? (smile a little) Tori: Kiss me! Beck: Let's do it. (tilts and kisses Tori) Tori: Man, I love this
school! — An exchange between Tori and Beck in Pilot. Bori is the pairing of Beck and Tori (B/eck and T/ori). He is sometimes referred to as Teck (T/ori and B/eck), Beri (Be/ck and To/ri), Toreck (Tor/i and B/eck), or Beckori (Beck and T/ori) by some of his fans, although these terms are rarely used. Beck
is seen on the show as trying to welcome Tori to Hollywood Arts and be very friendly with her, making Jade jealous of her interactions, especially considering that Beck always seems to go to Tori for advice on her problems or trust her. At Tori Goes Platinum, it is suggested that Beck has been harboring
romantic feelings for Tori, and they almost kiss. After Victorious, Victoria Justice and Avan Jogia starred in the 2017 film The Outcasts as Loving. Bori has many loyal fans and chargers. Watch Vavan for real matchmaking of character actors, Victoria Justice Justice Avan Jogia, who are the best friends off-
screen. Kiss me. A little weird, let's do it! I love this school! •Beck &amp; Tori Update for another Bori appointment &lt;3 Bori Moments Season 1 Pilot First Moment Bori. When Tori accidentally spills coffee on Beck's shirt, he doesn't seem to care much. When Tori tries to rub the coffee off Beck's shirt, he
looks him in the eye and smiles. Beck and Tori kiss at the end of the episode. Beck calls Tori sweet as she tries to pull the stain off her shirt, but notes that she was probably making it worse. Although Beck tells Tori that rubbing the coffee stain is just making it worse, he doesn't tell her to stop and never
says she has a girlfriend. When Tori enters the room during class, Beck reviews her and smiles at herself. Beck asks Jade if the dog (Tori) can sleep in his room. Beck gets mad at Jade for pouring coffee on Tori's head. Beck smiles proudly when Tori comes to class on her second day. In the Alphabetical
Improv, when Jade tells Tori it's amazing that she's in Hollywood Arts, Beck defends Tori by telling Jade that it's very immature for her to say that. When Tori says Beck should kiss her, he doesn't reject her. In fact, he seems anxious. After Tori kisses Beck, she says, Man, I love this school! (Probably



implying that he enjoyed the kiss with Beck and still continued with the improvisation exercise of the alphabet.) During the improvisation of the alphabet, when Beck falls to the ground because her character could not breathe the air of the earth, Tori grabs her arm just before falling. After Tori says, Man, I
love this school, look back at Beck and then look down and smile excitedly. After kissing, Beck runs her hand through her hair with a satisfied expression and smiles too. When Jade kisses Beck, Tori seems upset. Beck is very kind to Tori throughout the episode. Before Tori asks Beck to kiss her, she
smiles at him. When Tori and Beck are about to kiss, Beck smiles broadly. Bird Scene Beck asks Tori if she wants to go to lunch with him. When Sikowitz tells Tori to stay throwing a ball at him, Beck tells Tori to protect his face (showing that he cares about his face getting hurt). When Tori is upset that her
friends wouldn't help her with The Bird Scene, Beck cares enough to explain that no one can help her with the Bird Scene. Beck tells Tori that she is supposed to decorate her locker herself. Beck asks Tori if she's ready to do the Bird Scene on her second attempt. When Tori says they gave Sikowitz two
coconuts, he held them close to his chest and Beck says, Those are good! When Tori angrily throws his books into his locker, Beck asks: are you doing? Here implies the fact that he is worried about Tori many times. When Tori isn't sure how to decorate his locker, Beck suggests he do something creative
creative deep and, in search of help and creative ideas, shows Tori his locker. Tori mentions that Beck's locker is creative and deep, although this can be false-politeness. When Tori asks Beck about the Bird Scene, he pats him on the head and says, Later. Beck a little wink when Tori asks Sikowitz if she
did the scene right after her second attempt (because she felt bad as he knew she had failed). Beck, along with everyone else, is very impressed with Tori's third and final attempt at the Bird Scene. When everyone is applauding Tori, Beck applauds and nods to her too. When Beck tells Tori to come with
him and the others to lunch, she smiles and nods, running towards him in response. Stage Fighting Beck prevented Jade from hurting Tori when Beck was practicing the stage fight with Russ, Tori jumped on his back to protect Beck, unans without knowing they were just fighting on stage. Beck is not very
irritated after Tori attacked Russ, he calmly explains what they were doing. Tori then feels a little bad that she interrupted him. Jade asks why Tori cared so much that Beck got hurt, and she said she thinks she's in enough pain going out with her. This angry Jade, and when he's about to yell at Tori, Beck
takes her away and gave Tori an apology. Before Jade slapped over Tori, Beck seems amused by Tori's joke. Beck laughed at Tori's character's joke about bingo. After the teammates at the scene of the fight were announced, while everyone was leaving, Beck looks at Tori. When Tori and Jade are called
to fight, Beck looked at Tori. When Tori saw Beck and Russ fighting, she went to help Beck because she didn't want her to get hurt. Beck was watching Jade talk to Tori after partners were announced, and when she said, I can't wait for our fight *pause* scene. Beck opens her eyes. After Beck explains to
Tori that he and Russ were fighting, Beck smiles at him. Jade Dumps Beck Tori was the first to ask Beck about the photo of him and Alyssa Vaughn. It is suggested that they both find her attractive. When Beck called Tori to ask her a question to finish the fight, he begins the question: If you were my
girlfriend... Tori smiles a little, but then opens his eyes when Jade laughs at the idea. Beck seems surprised that Tori disagrees with him in his fight with Jade. Although Tori is more sympathetic to Jade's side of the discussion, she acknowledges Beck's point that Jade must trust him. Beck tells Tori to stay
during his argument with Jade. While Jade had to physically drag Tori back to the argument, Tori voluntarily returned when Beck was Asks. Tori visited Beck's trailer to try to get him back to Jade, but says he doesn't want to. Beck smiled when she saw that Tori was visiting him, treating him as a great
prize and honor. When Tori asked him if Beck lived in a caravan, he answered hesitantly and passed his hand through his hair as if he's worried about his reaction. Beck is very happy to have Tori more, showing her RV to her and, as seen on the right, tries very hard to act fresh in front of her. Beck
enjoyed Tori's generic voice. (Specifically, he says, Like, do more.) When Beck asked Tori if she thinks he should go back to Jade, she makes a really fake smile and nods. (Clearly showing that she doesn't want them to be together again.) Although Tori hasn't known Beck for a long time, she already
knows it was her birthday recently. You both agree that a can of lemonade is a terrible birthday present. With this and the above, Tori probably got Beck a good birthday present. When Tori and Jade think the dog is attacking Beck, Tori is very worried. Tori was more worried that Beck would be attacked
by the dog than Jade's relationship. Beck stood next to Tori when he and Tori start panicking to see if their father is okay. Tori and Beck were banging on the same window at the end, and when their father came into view, they both backed down and screamed at the same time, causing them to approach.
As confirmed at Slap's posts, neither Beck nor her family blames Tori for the accident, blaming Jade fully. Tori the zombie Tori and Beck in Tori the zombie Tori and Beck have lead roles in the school play. Their characters fell in love with each other. Tori and Beck have physical contact in this episode.
When Beck said I love you in the play, he seems to have really mean it. When Beck said You're beautiful because I love you, Tori responded by saying Wow. Tori and Beck danced together and looked each other in the eyes several times throughout the performance. As Beck puts Tori down, he looks at
her with a flirtatious smile. In this image with Beck and Tori at the end of Finally Falling, you can see Beck's eyes closing and her lips as spreading. When they finally fell, Tori and Beck came to kiss. (Specifically, before looking him in the eye, Tori looks at Beck's lips, perhaps implying that she wants to
kiss him, or maybe she wants me to kiss her.) Beck slowly lowers Tori after he lifts her up (possibly showing that he didn't want to let her go). After finally falling it ends, Beck and Tori look each other in the eye and smile. Tori and Beck dance alongside Sinjin's disco dance music, Beck loot-bumps Tori
playfully. Beck points to Trina and Cat after she touches Tori's arm, showing her that they have the mask removal stuff. (This possibly shows that he wants her to look normal; possibly because he thinks she's attractive.) While everyone crowds and talks to Sofia Michelle, Beck is very close to Tori. While
the playwright is contemptuous of the of Jade and Robbie, she praises Tori and Beck. Robarazzi Beck and Tori (along with André and Jade) saw Robarazzi. Beck Beck about the reduction or growth of the Tori grain. After Robbie said, Beck and Jade are going to break up? Beck looked down and smiled.
Beck came over to touch Tori's grain. Tori hit Beck's hand screaming: Don't touch him! When Jade said Beck and I are not Splitsville, Beck said, Well... Just as Beck said that, Tori immediately turned and looked at him. (Maybe hoping he was serious.) Every time Tori was watching Robarazzi, if you look at
the right corner, you'll finally see Falling with Tori and Beck looking at each other. (Maybe she was watching before?) When Tori saw the Beck and Jade car segment in Robarazzi while she is at home, she closes her laptop with an annoying look at the scene. When Jade blames Tori for what happened,
Beck rolls her eyes (basically taking Tori's side). Survival of the hottest When Robbie tells them how hot it is, they both moan at the same time and moan again when Robbie tells them that the heat wave will continue all week. Beck laughed when Tori said: My arm feels like hot wet ham. Beck kept
laughing if you look at his face when Cat and Jade come. Tori and Beck have a nice argument when Beck tried to open the RV door, but it was unsuccessful. Beck tells Tori that his little electric fan is not big and Tori seems offended. Beck lies on her bed while Tori sat next to her as she leaned on her
where Beck's head was while they waited for Cat. When Tori discovers that the expression was Thank you, Captain Obvious and no Thank you, Catherine Obvious, Beck asks Tori, who would Catherine be? Tori replies: Catherine could be a captain, in a sad voice. Beck seems very interested in Tori and
Trina's catfight. Tori asked Beck, What do we do? and he replies: I don't know. When Beck kisses Cat on the forehead after she saves them from being trapped in her RV, Tori puts her hands on her back. Tori tells Beck to use all his manpower to open the VR door. This implies that Tori thinks he's strong.
After Tori says she needs a cold drink Beck is the first to respond with me too. Wi-Fi in heaven Tori seems jealous when Jade and Beck are arguing and says she needs Beck to finish the script. Beck encourages Tori to continue writing the script after Cat and André leave. When Jade yells at Tori to say
out of her argument and is about to come out of the talk, Beck has an annoying look on her face and rolls her eyes. Beck tells Tori how to spell evil. (Specifically, EVIIIILLL.) Beck helps Tori write the script with Cat and André for their group project. Beck calls Tori a lady. Beck and Tori are the last to video
chat. Beck is not happy that Tori made Cat session, but it does not seem to think that Tori was unreasonable in calling for his procrastination. Tori makes fun of Jade that Beck's neighbor is competition he smiles at and laughs at. Tori asks Beck if Jade Jade at the door after knocking. Beck's Big Break
Looks where his hand ;) Beck calls Tori (and André) to sit next to him (and Jade). When Jade and Beck are about to sit down with Tori and André, Jade asks Beck if they could go to eat somewhere else, but he said no, implying that he didn't mind sitting with Tori and/or André. Beck told Tori about the role
of the film first. Beck has a shy smile on her face when Tori gives her a congratulatory push to get the part. Beck took Tori's piccolo after she tried to celebrate getting the part with him and puts it in his bag. Tori defends Beck after Melinda Murray upset him. Tori comes to a large extent to regain her role
as Beck, as she was the reason she lost him, and she felt bad about it. Tori and Beck hugged for a long time, and none of them seemed to want to let each other go, but Jade told them and started counting down. (This is the first time we've seen them hug.) Beck doesn't blame Tori after she fired him.
This shows that he cares more that Tori feels guilty than he is being fired from the film. Beck jokes about Tori being Crystal Waters. Tori put her hand on Beck's chest after they're told to stop hugging. Beck smiled as he hugged Tori. Tori is very happy for Beck when he says he got the part and also when
he got it back after being fired. When Jade tells Tori and Beck to stop hugging when he reaches three and approaches Beck, Tori gives him an angry and jealous look. Beck also seems upset because the hug was interrupted. During Melinda's scene, Beck is around the table where Jade, Cat and Tori sat
down, and as she walked towards Melinda, she touches Tori's arm. Beck and Tori were the only ones who were fired in the film. When the two hugged tightly at the end, Beck had his hand around Tori's waist and was slightly touching her bare skin, which you could see when Beck and Tori turned to see
who was interrupting their embrace. The big ping pong scam Beck didn't ask for his dollar again when he inserted it into the fake vending machine Tori was spying on. Beck (and André) help Tori out of the fake vending machine. Beck seems confused when Jade says Tori didn't make the team. Tori plays
ping pong against Beck first, bothering him with his smug in his easy victory. Beck tells Jade that Tori must know how they formed the ping pong team. Along with Cat, Beck is the most eager for Tori to team up with them. Tori stands in front of Beck after Sikowitz introduced her as the new ping pong
member. When Beck says Ping Pong, look at Tori. Beck seems very disappointed that Jade won't tell bring a fancy dress. While Tori (and André) are performing their song, Beck only once takes his eyes off Tori (when Sikowitz re-entered). Beck did not even look at Jade while wearing the dress, but
seems unable to look Tori carrying it. Cat's new boyfriend Every time Jade commented on Tori and Daniel to make them uncomfortable, Beck apologized for his behavior. Beck (and Jade) go looking for Tori after spraying the hot cheese at Cat and Daniel. Both he and Jade watch her run to the Blackbox
Theatre too. When Jade wanted to tell Cat about Tori and Danny's past, Beck quickly said, No, you won't. (Defending Tori.) When Beck learns that Daniel was Tori's ex-boyfriend, he immediately asked him what he was doing at Hollywood Arts, instantly taking a defensive stance for his friend's sake. Tori
sits with Beck at lunch (along with Cat, Danny and Jade). When Tori mentioned that everyone at the table could be mature except Jade, Beck looked at Jade for a moment before he agreed. Both Beck and Tori ask Daniel: What are you doing here? Tori looks at Beck when he apologized. Beck asked Tori
what Cat's brownie looked like. Beck saw Tori get up and leave. Beck saw Tori leave the Blackbox Theater. Beck approaches Tori as she walks out of the store. Beck was very understanding when Tori was explaining why she drizzed Cat and Daniel cheese. When Tori says she doesn't normally get
jealous, Beck has a longing, melancholy look on her face as if she said that would be a beautiful change of pace. After Beck apologizes, Tori sees him leave. Beck calls Tori's name five times. Unlike Jade, Beck is not angry because Tori is ignoring him, understanding that she values making peace with
Cat and that he is only being ignored because of his proximity to Jade. Freak the Freak Out When Tori says she couldn't go to Karaoke Dokie, Beck is the first to ask why. When the class broke up with Sikowitz, Tori and Beck are talking to each other. Tori calls Jade a pineapple in class. Beck later agrees
with this feeling when André reiterates it. When Tori went to open the door and saw the boys, Beck seems to want to look good for her. When Tori asked Beck, Andre and Robbie grouchis why they were there, he says: Good to see you too, in a sarcastic way. Beck wants to know what was on Tori's arm.
When Beck learns that André's text message was Tori's, he immediately wants to know what he said in his text message. When Tori returns, Beck shouts happily: There she is. Beck asked Tori who was the special friend who would perform at Karaoke Dokie. When everyone was going to get the group
hug, Beck and Tori are next to each other. When Tori called Jade a Gank, Beck smiled. Rex Dies Beck and Tori play a scene as a couple at the beginning of the episode. During the scene, Beck and Tori have a nice little discussion about spaghetti and spaghetti. Beck laughs when Tori puts on the shirt
that Sinjin hit the Turblow Jet. Beck seems happy that Tori is going to play with the Turblow Jet. Tori Tori very close to Beck when she goes to play with the Turblow Jet. When Tori accidentally flips the Turblow Jet switch in reverse, Beck rushes towards it to help turn it off. After Robbie asks where Rex
was, Beck goes in front of the Turblow Jet, trying to hide the damaged Rex and potentially protect Tori. As soon as Tori says he would take Rex to the hospital, Beck is the first to say he would take her there. Tori nods first at Beck, then at the door to show that they must leave to go to the hospital. Beck
tells Tori that the Turblow Jet sucks and blows. Tori and Beck try to get Rex off the Turblow Jet. Beck smiles at Tori's reaction when she saw Lendle's picture. Tori looks behind her to look at Beck during the hospital visit. Beck's after Tori while they're in the hospital. Tori looks at Beck as he spoke to the
doctor. When Tori's on his phone, Beck asks him who edested him. Diddly-Bops Beck sits next to Tori on his couch. Beck sits when Tori is going to sit next to him. Beck approaches Tori when she's using her laptop. Beck looks at Tori when she told him not to feel bad for André. Beck's behind Tori when
Trina comes in. Beck sits next to Tori when Trina gets up. Beck is next to Tori at the end of the performance. Tori gives Beck his laptop when André calls her. Beck sees Tori go to André. Every time there's a line in the dance sequence, Tori would stand in front of Beck. Both refuse to act as The Diddly
Bops again when Cat reserves another concert at the mall. Beck and Tori back each other's reasons for joining Trina. Wok Star Tori asks Beck if he wants to come to Wok Star with her. When he asks, he almost dropped his laptop, possibly out of nervousness, something Beck finds adorable. Beck never
rejects the offer, and seems very interested in joining, but says he is currently looking for Jade. Until Jade lashs it out, it looks like Beck didn't think Tori had offered to help Jade. Tori asks Beck and Robbie if they want to give him $3, 000 for Jade's play. They don't. The Wood After Trina makes Beck sniff
her arm, Beck gives Tori a questionable look, and Tori says, I have to live with her. When The Wood is happening, the announcer asks if Beck is getting tired of the same old thing, which he then responded by shrugging. (Possibly implying that he might want to go out with Tori.) Tori asks Beck if she
wants to try out for the reality show, which then they have a conversation about why Beck didn't want to be on a reality show. Tori makes Beck lemonade, knowing he likes it (Jade Dumps Beck). Beck and Tori have a pretty short conversation about pink lemonade and why it was pink. Tori tells Beck to
shut up, of a Nice. Beck tries to get Jade away from Tori while André tries to keep Tori away from Jade. During the struggles, while the girls are spinning, Beck holds his hands to Tori. Beck laughs when Tori shouts: Nerd down! Beck does not deny that the call was between him and Tori, until Jade set it in
motion about it. The producers prepared a fake flirtatious phone call between Beck and Tori: Beck: Hey, it's Beck. Tori: Hey, baby! Beck: 'Sup? Tori: My parents aren't home. Beck: Ooh, that sounds pretty good! Tori: I know, I feel like I haven't seen you forever! Beck: So guess what I want? Tori: aw, do
you want me to tickle your belly? Beck: Yes, of course! Tori: You should come! Beck: Yes, my girlfriend's not going to like that. Tori: I won't tell him! Beck: Okay, I'll be there soon. Tori: All right. I love you, I miss you! Beck: You make me happy! (Tori kisses on the phone.) Beck: Goodbye! Tori: Later! As
indicated in the previous conversation, producers may think Beck and Tori would make a good couple. They also don't think Beck tickling his belly is a deep, personal secret of Beck and Jade's relationship, as they think it's something everyone likes. A Dale Squires Beck movie watches Tori during the
episode's inception. Tori said she wants Beck on the couch... for the scene. Beck tells Tori he'd give up his foot online. When Tori asks Jade what time it is and Jade doesn't tell her, Beck blinds her and tells her the time instead. Beck encourages Tori to confront Dale about the film. Sikowitz's Beck and
Tori sleepovers are the last two in the challenge of acting the method. Beck breaks character when he and Tori wake up. Beck doesn't seem to be mad at Tori when she was the one who didn't break her character. In fact, he has fun about how adorable Tori acts. Beck laughs at Tori when he's bragging
he's Victorious. Both Beck and Tori annoy Sikowitz so much that he gets him out of the room. When Beck is in her character and is supposed to be invading everyone's personal space, she grabs Tori's face to almost kiss, but then Jade interrupts and says that if she does, something very bad could
happen to her. Tori (Officer Pedesco) pats Beck (Malcolm) on his back after the sweet threat of Jade (Betty-Sue). Beck smiles at Tori when he pours Raisin Bran on him. Beck's character (Malcolm) gets very close to Tori's character (Officer Pedesco) more than the other characters, throughout the method
acting challenge. Beck allows Tori to put Raisin Bran in his mouth. Both are slightly concerned about Jade's burnt hand. Beck and Tori fall asleep in a room together. Beck allows Tori to pour Raisin Bran. When André (Pregnant Man) is expelled, Beck (Malcolm) approaches Tori (Pedesco Officer) and said
he wants to eat more Raisin Bran. (Maybe I wanted Tori to fed again?) When Jade (Betty-Sue) sarcastically asks if Tori (Officer Pedesco) and Beck Beck they're having fun eating Raisin Bran together, Beck agrees to like eating cereal with Tori. Season 2 Beggin' on Your Knees After Tori says She
wouldn'ting with Ryder, Beck says, Good, as if he he has jealous that they are dating. Beck defends Tori when Jade calls her stupid. Beck defends Tori by telling Jade to sit on the steps. Beck (and Robbie) prevent Ryder from leaving the stage by blocking and retaining him while Tori sings. Beck looks at
Tori as she sings and smiles, as he runs his hand through her hair after he and Robbie hold Ryder back. When Tori sings the verse O Lord Player, do you feel like man now?! Beck smiles at him. When the gang is at Tori's house and tells her that Ryder is using it to get a good grade, Beck looks very sorry
for her. Beck Falls for Tori The episode's title focuses on Bori and may be intended to lead the audience. Beck touches Tori's forehead and asks if he was sweating. While Cat slaps Beck in her scene at first, Tori is worried. Beck is surprised when Sikowitz says Tori is not a good singer. She almost seems
ready to call him until she revealed she was joking. Beck looks a little surprised when Jade kicks Tori out of the chair. Beck imitates Tori's voice. Tori thinks Beck looks good running away. Tori tries to run away like Beck. Beck rejoices when Tori finally decides to do the trick. Beck doesn't have much fun
with Tori's Jade imitation. Beck wants to know what trick Tori's going to do. Beck tells Tori she shouldn't tell the film director she didn't want to do the trick. Beck doesn't look up from the script, though she was seen laughing at him, and only looks up when Jade comments on Tori, that's not a pretty face.
Beck doesn't seem as annoying as André and Jade when Tori tells them what trick he's doing. Tori shows Beck (and the rest of the band) his résumé. Beck tells Tori he was fine and he's got this. Beck does Tori's trick for her, wearing a dress and falling forty feet, possibly returning him for getting her role
back in Miss Fire in Beck's Big Break. Ice cream for Ke$ha When Beck prevents Tori from attacking Robbie again, he continues to hold on to her, even after she calms down. Beck feels bad that Trina is having a hard time with Tori. Beck tells Jade that he doesn't have to help Tori find the cards for the
contest. Beck stands next to Tori when Cat shows him the video in the contest back. Beck's going to buy some more ice cream for Tori. Beck looks at Tori and asks him sympathetically: Is Trina having a hard time? When Ke$has sung the verse Sin sleaze VIP, Tori looks at Beck and laughs/smiles as he
runs his hand through his hair and smiles at her. Then they share a moment to the eyes. Beck gives Tori the same look and run hand through the movement of her hair as in Beggin' Beggin' Your knees when she was acting. Beck smiles when she learns that the contest was back because Tori has
another chance to win and stop being Trina's assistant. Beck is depressed when the contest is supposed to be over. When Tori's on the phone with Lendle, Beck stares at her. Locked! Beck goes to Tori to ask if he (and Jade) could come to Yerba with her and the rest of the band. Beck smiles flirtatiously
at Tori and crosses her arms when she asks him to go to Yerba with her. Tori also smiles at Beck in a very nice way. Beck wants to go to Yerba with Tori (and the rest of the band). Beck tries harder to save Tori when the guards push her away. Beck sits next to Tori in the duck truck as they escape. Beck
helps Tori get in the duck truck. Beck smiles at Tori as Tori and Jade hug. Beck gets upset when Trina says Tori isn't the perfect sister, she's not the most talented or prettiest person. Question: How is this helping something? When Trina says Tori is not the prettiest or most talented girl, Beck gives her a
face of disbelief and annoyance, later silencing her when she has gone from defending Tori to propelling herself, showing her focus on saving her friend. Beck standing next to Tori when she's at the hotel manager's counter. They dance side by side for most of I Want You Back's performance. Beck had
her mouth open in shock when it was announced that Tori was going to prison and seems the most surprised. Tori places his hand on Beck's leg while everyone is sitting in the duck truck. Beck remains on stage with Tori, (along with Trina, Cat and Robbie) as Jade and André flee. When Tori's shoe hits
the chancellor in the eye, Beck seems worried about her. Tori and Beck tell the hotel manager they want to go home. While Sikowitz leaves with everyone in the duck truck, Tori has his hand on Beck's back. Beck shouts: NO, worried as the guards take Tori away and try to get her away from them. After
Sikowitz says: That's a promise they're going to have to break, Beck and Tori give the hotel manager the same look. Beck, along with Robbie and Sikowitz, try to call Tori's American parents, lawyers and ambassadors to get Tori out of jail. After Jade says Well, we tried, Beck said, No, and pulls her back,
wanting to keep trying to get Tori out of jail. Beck thanks the chancellor when he said they'd let Tori go. Beck says, We'll take her and leave (wanting to get Tori out of jail). Tori asks Beck what André said. When Beck says Our friend is hallucinating, Tori looks at him. Helen Back Again When Tori is turning
off the lights in her Make it Shine locker after she's told she has to leave Arts, Beck is standing next to her and he looks very sad. When Tori says he's going home, the audience said aw, sadly, and He pulls it back and says, No, you're not leaving this school. He seems to be serious and didn't want Tori to
leave. Beck is the one who tells Helen about Tori, saying she shouldn't be expelled. When Jade said Tori has to leave Hollywood Arts, Beck frowns at him. After Beck finishes talking to Helen, he gestures for Tori to love her as she walks towards her. When Jade says he wants gum, Beck, for once,
doesn't go with her. He stays with Tori, (and Cat, André, Rex and Robbie). Beck, along with Cat, André, Robbie and Rex, go find Helen to talk to her about Tori's departure. While the band talks to Helen, Tori is next to Beck. When André tells Tori, you can stay, Beck says, How amazing is that? Tori asks
Beck( and Cat, André, Rex and Robbie) about whether Trina should be able to stay at Hollywood Arts or not. If Beck hadn't decided to talk to Helen about Tori's departure, she may have had to let Hollywood Arts teacher Tori Tortures Beck and Tori make a scene together where they have the same line to
say: Life is pain. Beck and Tori smile at the same time. Beck looks at Tori when everyone discovers that Bunny is in fact a cat and not a rabbit. Beck helps Tori with his plan to make Sikowitz happy again after missing his ex-girlfriend's bunny. Beck tells Tori not when he wants to come up with a new plan.
Jade gets Crushed Beck and Tori hug at the end of the 365-day performance. Before Tori extends his arms to Beck, he looks in his direction, smiles and runs his hand through his hair, apparently his saying he is nervous and/or attracted to someone. When André tells Tori that Jade was Beck's girlfriend
and that he can't love Jade, she frowns. When Tori sings the verse: To reach you, you, you, you, your baby, she looks in Beck's direction. Beck smiles during Tori's performance. When Tori sings everything to me, she smiles at Beck. When Robbie pats Tori on the head, he says, Don't touch my head, but
when Beck did this in The Bird Scene and Beck's Big Break, Tori didn't care. Terror on Cupcake Street Bori watch :) When Tori asks what was in the sack, Beck looks around. Tori chooses Beck to drive, proving that she trusts him. Beck sings along with Tori as she sings, The wheels of the cupcake go
from side to side. Beck's the only one who realizes Tori's missing. Beck is furious that Jade let Tori leave the cupcake and asks if anyone tried to stop her. Tori's worried about Beck (and André) so she's going to get them. After Tori volunteers for the boys to leave and get help Beck convinces André to go
with him after Jade insists that Tori leave. Tori is not Beck in his pajamas. Beck and Tori look at each other at the same time while working on the cupcake. When Jade tells Tori to go out and get help, Beck says he and go as Tori suggested. Tori smiles nicely at Beck when she saw him in his candy. Tori
asks Beck where Sikowitz is, and says he doesn't know. While Beck is ostensibly fearless, Tori is the only one who is not afraid of the thugs he recruited, something Beck is stunned at. A Christmas Tori When Beck sleeps in class, Tori smiles at him. Beck starts snapping her fingers when Tori starts
singing. When Tori, Jade and Cat go down the stairs, Tori dances with Beck. When Tori gives André, his microphone, Beck smiles at him. Beck tells Jade to take care of having Tori as his Secret Santa Claus. When Jade tells Tori to shut up, Beck seems very upset. When Beck says there's a stupid
cricket in his motorhome and he can't sleep, Tori seems very worried about him. Season 3 The Breakfast Bunch When the gang slides down the aisle and turns around quickly and flees, Beck grabs Tori's arm. When Tori tells the gang she has a strange talent, Beck seems interested in knowing what he
is. When Jade seems unimpressed with Tori's standing archery, Beck asks if he missed anything. Beck may like Tori's standing archery. When Tori goes to Cat and Jade, Beck watches her as she climbs into the chair and walks towards the girls. Beck smiles and nods a little to Tori when he shows all the
tacos. Tori smiles at him, too. Beck wants to know how Tori would get the attention of Deputy Director Dickers. When Tori escapes while singing outside the key on purpose, Beck sees her leave. Tori puts his hand on Beck's head, while playing with the card When the band is fleeing from the deputy
director and they had to go in the other direction, Beck grabs Tori's arm. Beck tells everyone to give Robbie a break, and Tori agrees, saying it wasn't her fault she had a little throat. Beck is the most consistent analogue for Bender, while Tori takes on the role of Claire. The two characters eventually
ended up together at The Breakfast Club. The Gorilla Club During the poker game, Beck helps Tori by saying he's still in the game. Beck and Tori sit next to each other while playing poker. While playing poker, Tori sits closer to Beck than Cat. Beck explains to Tori why she needs to take a chance as an
actress. Beck warns Tori about the Gorilla Club. Beck gives Tori a talk before she tries the challenges. During Tori's first attempt at the PainBalls, she is hit by the balls for Beck to run towards her and help her up. Beck rubs Tori's back and asks if he's okay. Beck collects dirt from Tori's hair when she falls.
Beck refers to Tori as a nice, sweet girl. Beck stays with Tori while André and Cat go with the rabbit. is next to Tori in every challenge. Beck helps Tori rehearse for her audition. Beck (and Cat) pick up Tori when they throw her into the crowd. He tells her he can't come back. Beck Beck Tori's shoulders and
pump it for your competition. When Tori goes through the Pain Balls, it's five. He also calls her a risky and a rock star. After tori and Beck of five heights and put their hands down, if you look closely, Beck still holds Tori's hands for a little longer. Beck seems upset and walks away when Jade insults Tori.
Beck is impressed with Tori's Hammer Dance and applauds when she hits the gorilla. For Tori's safety, Beck tells him he doesn't have to go through the competitions. When Tori stumbles upon the sack, Beck's going to get her. Beck is Tori's protector throughout the episode. When Tori returns to defeat
the Gorilla, he had Beck look the other way for a second and then run back to the gorilla pit. Beck calls Tori a nice, sweet girl while Tori smiles and Beck cares about her. When Tori wants to try the Pain Balls, Beck twists it and tells her it's going to hurt badly if she gets hit. Beck cheers Tori on the Balls of
Pain. Beck performs with Tori to show Sikowitz how good he is and Tori did his best performance with him. Beck helps Tori rehearse for three days in a row. The worst couple when Jade makes his usual comments about Tori's phone, Beck tells him to leave Tori alone. When Beck tells Tori to get a new
phone, he makes Jade jealous. Tori openly says she feels bad about not inviting Beck to play cards with them. Tori doesn't tell Beck (or Jade) about them playing poker because he probably doesn't want to hurt Beck's (or Jade) feelings. Beck asks Tori to explain to Jade how hated her relationship is,
proving that she knows how well Tori can read her coupling and Jade's. Beck keeps looking at Tori while she's talking to André about her getting a new PerarPhone. After Beck says Play cards, Tori responds yes, let's play. Beck keeps looking at Tori as she tries to end her phone call with her mother. Tori
is really worried about how Beck feels. André's horrible girl Beck says Robbie shouldn't have bet Tori couldn't fly a balloon with her nose, showing that Beck knows Tori can do anything. Neither Beck nor Tori as André's girlfriend. Car, Rain &amp; Fire Beck and Tori wonder if they've seen the person they
were looking for (Tori looking for Cat and Beck looking for Trina) when they cross each other's paths. Beck and Tori say the same things at the same time. This is the first time the episode's A and B plots have intersected and the only time Tori talks to one of the boys in the episode. Tori &amp; Jade's Play
Date Beck plays Tori's son in the play. In the deleted scene, when Jade tilts Tori back over his chair, Beck is seen watching her. April Fools' Blank Beck looks jealous when Drake is lifting Tori over his chair. In the opening credits, Tori falls on Beck in the hallway. When Robbie and Tori are about to kiss,
Beck Beck and interrupts them. When Robbie continues to say reasons for him and Tori to kiss, Beck continues to present different suggestions. Beck laughs when the lobster starts hitting Tori. Beck calls Tori's name so he doesn't kiss Robbie. Beck calls Tori 'honey' in The Match Game. During the
performance, Tori dances with Beck (and André) in the back. During the performance, Beck watches Tori for most of the performance, Tori puts his arm around Beck (and André). Tori wraps his arms around Beck's neck (and the walk) and brings them closer to her during the performance. Near the end of
the episode, Tori grabs Beck's chin and he kisses her in the air. At the end of the episode, Beck picks up Tori to hug her, and she wraps her legs around her waist and laughs. During the final performance of Shut Up N' Dance, when Tori sings ... Well, shut up and dance if you like... she bows her head
towards Beck and puts her hand behind her head to pull their heads together. As Beck tilts her head down, she looks down and gives Tori a flirtatious smile. Driving Tori Crazy Beck singing to Tori When Beck offers Tori an elevator to school, she agrees in a very excited way. Beck asks Tori if he swam to
school. Tori shakes her hair sweating on Beck (and André). When Tori tells Beck about her trip to school, beck seems to feel sorry for her. Beck is the first person to come out of everyone to ask Tori if she wants a ride. When Tori is in Beck's car, she starts attacking a girl who's there too, possibly because
she was jealous or just didn't like the girl. Tori says Beck is sweet as candy. (Both have been called sweets, Beck calling Tori sweet at The Gorilla Club and on the pilot when Tori was trying to remove the coffee stain from Beck's shirt.) Beck asks Tori if he goes to Nozu after school. Tori looks very upset
and jealous when the Northridge girls continue to flirt with Beck in her car. Beck smiles when Tori is attacking the Northridge girls, looking very impressed, and rather excited, who is winning the four-on-one fight. Beck and Tori are sitting next to each other most of the time on the party bus. Beck pats Tori
on the arm and smiles at him when he says he was glad his friends were on the party bus with her. Tori chases Beck (along with André) when he is waving his head with sweat on them. Beck gives Tori a flirtatious look when he sings to her and she smiles at him. Beck knows where Tori lives and how long
it takes. Tori looks like he wants to be alone with Beck in his car. Beck looks at Tori as she talks to Cat. When Tori looks at everyone, Beck raises her eyebrows and smiles at her. Beck seems to want to date the four girls who flirt with him in his car while driving Tori to school. Beck wears the same shirt as
when he and Tori kissed on the pilot. Beck gets tori and she's a flirtatious smile when she sings, Arghh, so move it close! How Trina gets into Beck looks at Tori when she walks into the classroom. When Tori walks into the classroom and says I'm sorry! Sorry I'm late! Beck tells him it's okay. Beck looks at
Tori when Tori says she doesn't know how Trina got into Hollywood Arts. When Tori says Cat. That's bad. And it's true, how did he get in, Beck looks at her and explains (like everyone else) how she came in. When Beck explained to Tori how Trina came in, he moved karate moves. Beck looks at Tori
when she says Trina came in because Sikowitz drank from spoiled coconut milk. Beck (along with everyone else) looks at Tori when she screams that she smells like squid. Tori Goes Platinum Bori &lt;3 Tori and Beck almost kiss twice at Tori's house in this episode: the first time, they are interrupted
when Mrs. Vega opens the door; The second time, Tori says she would kiss Beck, but because of Jade, she couldn't. When Sinjin announces the news about the Platinum Music Awards, Tori turns around, and Beck looks at her. As Tori and Beck bend over to kiss, Beck closes her eyes and raises her
hand to put it on her chin. When the video ended, Beck went to Tori (and André). After the video when Sikowitz told everyone to sit down, Beck looked at Tori. Tori touched Beck's arm to get his attention. Beck and Tori were in their locker. Beck asks Tori what was wrong. When Tori says she didn't have
dinner or have breakfast, Beck offers her her sandwich. When Beck gives Tori her hoagie, she laughs when she starts putting it in her mouth. When Tori defends herself against Mason, Beck stares at her and gives her a flirtatious smile, showing that he is proud of her. When Tori says she's dying not to
eat or have breakfast, Beck tells her that dying isn't great. Beck seems to have wanted to defend Tori when the crowd walks towards them. When Tori couldn't speak because of the sandwich in his mouth, Beck tells him to spit it out in his hands. Beck says Tori's sandwich was hot. Beck is happy when
Tori wins the contest. Beck says tori's name four times to get her attention to tell her she's won. Tori jumps on Beck, and he hugs her back, surprised. When Beck asks Tori if she wants her sandwich back, she ignores her question and hits the hoagie out of her hand, and jumps in her arms again. Tori and
Beck yell Wow! when they hug a second time. Tori sits next to Beck in Sikowitz's classroom. When Sikowitz class students are watching the video about Tori at the restaurant, Beck has a confusing expression on her face. Beck asked Tori why she dressed like this, referring to the strange suit she was
forced to wear. Beck comes to visit Tori at his house. Beck screams from the door that is him, and Tori opens the door for him. Beck sits next to Tori your couch. Beck knows Tori isn't happy, and she wants to know why. Tori wants to tell Beck why she's not happy, but she can't. Beck knew that platinum
music award producers were making Tori change her appearance and performance, proving that she knows her very well, possibly better than André and Trina who were not crazy at all because of her behavior change. Tori is relieved when Beck already knows what was going on with her. While everyone
was writing to Tori because of her act as a diva, and later abandoned her to see Jade rehearse, Beck was with Tori through every second. Beck tells Tori to stop dressing and act like she is. Beck puts her hand on Tori's shoulder, but then takes her away. Beck tells Tori that she is amazing, and then shyly
looks down for a while. After Beck tells Tori that she is amazing, the audience says aw, and he smiles at him and she smiles at him. Before Tori and Beck bend over to kiss, Tori smiles at him and looks at each other lovingly in the eye. Beck looks very significant when she gives Tori advice. Tori and Beck
quickly move away from kisses when Tori's mother enters. When Beck says Better I leave, quickly after Tori's mother comes in, and Tori replies: Later! Tori looks a little excited when she comes up after Beck leaves. Beck's with Tori when he's going to defend he himself against Mason. When Tori tells
Beck she's super nervous, Beck tells her to stop. Beck puts his hand on Tori's back and arm. Beck checks On Tori when Mason tells her he looks like a pre-turd. Cute! &lt;3 Beck confronts Mason for Tori. Beck nodded at the nod when Tori defends herself. Beck gave Tori a milkshake on his shoulder.
Beck was surprised when Tori was fired. Beck is the only one who stays with Tori after the crowd leaves. Beck came to Tori's house, and Beck brought a plant for Tori. Beck says Thank you when Tori leaves him (and Robbie) inside. Beck keeps the annoying dog in the freezer for Tori. Beck tells Tori it's
her fault she got fired, but she says she's fine. (As in Beck's Big Break, when Tori says it's her fault Beck was fired, but she said she was fine.) Beck's trying to cheer Up Tori. Beck gets closer to Tori and says So... The only reason Tori gives why she didn't want Beck to kiss her is that it would be a
problem for her and Jade (who seem to have become friends), not because she doesn't want to. Tori and Beck bend over to kiss, but Tori stops. When Tori explains why he can't kiss Beck so as not to hurt Jade's feelings, he argues again by saying that Jade is bad for her and that they broke up. At the
Awards, when Tori shows up, he asks if that's Tori. Beck smiles at Tori when he sees her on stage. Tori smiles at Beck (and others) Acts. Beck smiles, claps and dances when Tori is performing. Beck reaches out when Tori reaches out on stage. Beck encourages her throughout the performance when
I'm done. Beck (and the others) get up and go to Tori when she's done acting. Beck rubbed Tori's back on stage. Both Beck and Tori touch each other and shake hands for a while. Beck tries to hug her, but she can't because everyone was blocking. There was a free seat next to Beck (at the Platinum
Music Awards) showing that Tori was going to sit next to Beck before he knew he could perform again. Tori shouts: Beck! when Mason said he wasn't going to perform at the Platinum Music Awards. Before Tori's mother opened the door, Tori and Beck's lips touch a little, but they split up when she comes
home. Beck and Tori hugged twice. They were about to hug when Tori finished acting, but it was interrupted. Beck gives him a little smile when Tori told Mason that he no longer wants to be his puppet. When Mason invited Jade to sing at platinum musical awards, Beck says No way, because he wants
Tori to sing at the Platinum Music Awards, not Jade. Tori grabs Beck and shakes him in a happy way when he discovers the truth. When Jade said Tori was at the restaurant with André, Beck immediately raises his eyes, as if he were interested in hearing the story. After Beck tried to kiss Tori, they smiled
at each other, and she gave him a nice hit. Beck gives Tori a flirtatious smile when she says she has a hoagie in her backpack. Beck says Tori's chewing her hoagie like it's her job. When Tori and Beck are about to kiss, Beck runs her hand through Tori's hair. While Tori performs at the Platinum Music
Awards, Beck tells André: She's great. Crazy Ponnie Sweet :) When Tori looks tired and horrible, Beck says, I don't agree that you're tired and horrible, trying to make sure it looks good. When Rex says, is it me or is Tori much hotter now that she's crazy? Beck nodded accordingly (along with André and
Robbie). Beck and Tori sit together on the couch of their home (along with André). Tori shows Ponnie to Beck (along with André and Robbie). Tori and Beck look at each other when she shows Ponnie (along with André and Robbie). Tori and Beck's legs touch each other. Cute Beck tries to make Tori calm
down by saying Shhh, and shows him some magazines while stroking her hair. When Tori brings the mask to his face and said, see, Beck says Hey, you look better! and smiles. When Tori returns home and becomes frightened again, Beck tries to catch her and calm her down. Tori comes to lunch and
says, Guys, hello everyone... and puts his hand on Beck's back and he looks at her. When Tori says, ... Ponnie, she was right behind me, look at Beck at Tori. When Tori dances playfully, Beck watches her. Beck smiles slightly at Tori when she brings her magazines because she just wants her to relax.
Tori says: This doesn't make me feel any less crazy, Beck looks at her, smiles at her and nods with nod Little. When Tori runs and says It's her, it's her, she touches Beck's shoulder (as well as Robbie and André's). When Tori returns to the house with the noodles in her hair, Beck is trying to put her hand
on her shoulder and trying to reach her hand towards her. Tori seems a little jealous when Beck calls Ponnie Linda. Tori kicks Beck out of her house after he, André, and Robbie insist Linda isn't Ponnie. Beck is just one out of the band not to make fun of Tori thinking there's a Ponnie. Tori puts her arm
around Beck's neck over lunch. Tori takes Beck's hand (along with Robbie and André's) when he wants Ponnie to be seen in disguise. Although Beck, like everyone else, is skeptical of Ponnie's existence, he seems the most willing to believe him, apparently without having fun with André mocking her. The
Blonde Squad Beck plays Tori,(Cat and Jade) to play the lead roles in her 16th-month film The Blonde Squad. After André scares Tori, Beck says, Was it necessary?! When audiences laugh during a funny scene in the short film, Beck looks next to the audience where Tori is. When Tori leaves the
Blackbox Theater, Beck puts her hands on her head. Season 4 Wanko's Warehouse Tori watches Beck. Tori smiles in Beck's direction as he and Robbie approach the gang. When Trina is telling the band about the sale at Wanko's, Beck is next to Tori. Beck is behind Tori when they arrive at Wanko's and
get out of the car. When Tori gets scared because Trina was confused about the start time of wanko's Warehouse sale, Beck tells her to relax. Beck touches Tori's shoulder when the alarm goes on and she panics. Beck asks Tori what do we do? while both go to the ground measuring the height of the
laser beam with Tori's PerarPhone (he followed her). Beck tells Jade to let Tori measure the laser beam. Tori calls Beck to help her. After the band decided to hang out at Wanko's, Tori turns to Beck and said, Oh, and we can play with your- Beck seemed upset when Jade starts blaming Tori for locking
them up. Beck seemed jealous when Tori talks to Burf and Sinjin. King Hambone Beck defends Tori as one of the boys approaches her. Beck plays Tori's back slightly. Beck is next to Tori when hamboning is about to begin. Beck (and André) give Tori a queen's chair when she wins the title of Hambone
King (Queen). When Beck (and André) lift Tori, his hand is on Beck's shoulder. Beck gets angry when one of the boys approaches Tori. When Robbie hugs Tori and kisses her cheek, Beck watches them and looks down. When Trina sits on Beck's lap and starts talking, Beck says 'shhhhhh' because she



wants to listen to Tori. Beck looks sad when starts crying. Opposite date Although Beck seems to recognize that Tori does not return her feelings, she still wants to be friends with her, inviting her to the opposite date to she feels better. Beck and Tori technically go out together, and their opposite date is the
focus of the whole episode. Beck and Tori sit next to each other when they discuss plans to go to the museum (with André and Robbie). Tori and Beck decide to go on an opposite date during which they do things that people wouldn't normally do on a real date. They both think Jade isn't mature enough
not to be frightened by the idea of the two of us alone. Tori and Beck smile on the opposite date and seem to be s passing a lot together. Beck touches Tori's back when he takes her to the food truck. Beck and Tori sit next to each other eating the truck's food. They both take sips of their drinks, rinse their
mouths and spit it out. Beck looks at Tori when she asks Cat on the phone if she told anyone they were together. Beck and Tori smile and laugh when they tell Jade, pretending to be Cat, that they're not having too much fun on their opposite date. Tori and Beck go to the vet to pick up Beck's aunt's dog he
doesn't mind helping with. Beck and Tori smile as they drive to the PetMergency clinic to pick up Beck's aunt's dog. They keep saying they're having a great time. Beck hits Tori in the arm playfully, and Tori hits Beck backwards. While in the animal hospital, Beck and Tori call themselves a baby. People in
the waiting room think that since Beck and Tori are so close, they must be dating or being a brother and sister. In both scenarios, this seems due to their personalities and similar appearances. Tori and Beck are scared when Jade walks into the vet's office. When Beck and Tori are asked if they feel
anything for each other, they never deny it. While sitting together in the Waiting Room De PetMergency, Tori tells Beck that she is glad they decided to do their little experiment also on their opposite date without making things uncomfortable with each other, and he agrees. Three girls and a moose along
with André and Robbie, Beck looks very jealous when Tori flirts with Moose. Tori looks very excited when Beck shows up in the hallway. Tori invites Beck to go to Nozu with her and everyone else. Tori is the only one who apologizes to Beck (and Moose) for the way she acted and for missing rehearsals.
(Although it was a trick.) Tori really seems pitiful to miss rehearsals with Beck (and Robbie and André). When Tori and Cat sing 'LA Boyz', Tori walks up close around Beck and watches her smiling flirtatiously and dancing around her, something she seems very anxious about. Beck's eyes seem to follow
Tori's hips and ass. In fact, most of the time he's behind Tori, his eyes seem to fall. Tori puts her hand on Beck's shoulder when she's singing and he looks at her smiling. Returning to Beck as he sang, Tori his arm around his Beck (and the boys) are happy that Tori (and Cat) did a song for them. This
episode suggests that Beck still has some feelings for Tori, as he looks very jealous when Tori tells Moose that he is very kind and cute. Beck opens her eyes when Tori asks Moose if she likes her better. When Tori is singing LA Boyz, Beck tries to take Tori's hand. As Tori sang Beck smiled at him. Since
this episode, Jade has tried to make both Beck and Tori jealous. Like Tori in Cat's new boyfriend, Beck simply proceeds to ignore Jade and her antics when jealousy begins to negatively influence her personality. Cell Block Together with André, they see the play of Robbie, Jade and Cat. Tori shows Beck
something on his phone. Beck pushes Tori asking her to send him a link to the video. Beck leans towards Tori and his phone to watch the horse video. Beck and Tori sit next to each other at the lunch table. Beck pats Tori on the back during her conversation at the lunch table. Beck stands next to Tori
while rubbing the egg from her coat after a girl threw it at him for not responding to his texts. When Sikowitz asks if they want to take that bet, Tori turns around and looks at Beck for safety and so does he. When Beck and André try to take Robbie's phone, Beck tells him: There's no picture of Tori's ass in
TheSlap!, having already been attached to the trick, implying that he'd really like to see Tori's bare ass or he definitely knows whether or not Tori has a fish-shaped mole on his ass. Tori fixes Beck and Jade Beck grabs Tori's arm and put her in Janitor's closet. They talk to each other in the janitor's closet.
Beck and Tori discuss Jade's hatred of Meredith in the janitor's closet. Tori tells Beck Heeey in a flirtatious tone. Beck and Tori drink some juice together. Tori tries to do a beck job with Meredith. Tori is upset that Beck wouldn't go out with other people besides Jade because he's worried about what Jade
will think. When Tori and André 'hug' in the closet, terrified of what Jade might do to them, Beck sees them and looks upset and jealous. Beck and Tori are next to each other during jam. Tori does a lot to make Beck happy. When Beck is talking about not wanting an easy relationship Tori seems to have
an expression of harm. This may be because you know that a relationship between the two of them would be easy. She's probably disappointed. A thousand berry balls When Jade congratulates André on the performance, Tori only thanks Beck. Beck pushes Tori in the arm and says good work
individually. Tori takes Beck's cup and drinks from her even though he's already drunk from her. Beck lets Tori take her drink out of her hand. Tori seems fine drinking from Beck's cup. Beck Tori when she's drinking her punch. Beck explains to Tori about the punch he has a weiner in Beck smiles at Tori
(along with André) as they perform. Robbie Sells Rex Tori and Beck are in love together. Tori and Beck are going to walk away and go out together with no one else (to 'avoid' the flour thrower). Beck and Tori try to calm André down after the girl tells him something wrong. Beck tells Tori they should get
out of here because they could also flour. Beck and Tori look at each other after they get floured. Tori tells Beck maybe twice, referring to that maybe the flour bomber hit twice today. Beck and Tori are side by side while Sikowitz explains what that girl did. Brain Squeezers Beck is in Tori's locker. Beck
greets Tori. Tori and Beck are next to each other while Robbie is cleaning his locker and giving him $20. Tori yells No, no, no! in Beck's face. Tori plays Beck. Tori tells Beck (and the rest of the group) about being selected for Brain Squeezers. Tori explains to Beck what it's all about. Beck asks Tori to be
on his Brain Squeezers team. Beck pursues Tori to get an answer from her. As Beck chases Tori, he puts a hand around her waist. Beck says he and Tori are good friends. Tori originally chooses Beck (André and Robbie) on his Brain Squeezers team. Tori could see through Beck's good act of type. Beck
was the only one who didn't want to irritate Tori into her choice. Tori was worried about Beck getting drunk on a bowling ball to the guts. Beck, along with Jade, is angry that Tori came out of the game unscathed, though much less than Jade, possibly acknowledging that he deserves such injuries for letting
Jade take Tori's place, even after she chose him. The Slap Fight When Tori is watching the video of Beck washing his car, she looks very interested. When Sinjin tries to turn off the video, Tori won't let him down because he wants to keep seeing Beck. Tori smiles flirtatiously in Beck's video washing her
car. For their short film, Tori and Beck play a married couple. Tori snuggles up near Beck in his short film. When Jade says she's prettier than Beck, Tori responds, is that you? implying that she thinks Beck is prettier than Jade. Beck approaches Tori and explains that it's not important how many followers
she has. When the band gets her angry, Beck seems terrified that Tori will turn her winning streak around. Star Spangled Tori Beck says Tori is doing a great job while singing the national anthem. Beck pats Tori in the back when he leaves his house. Beck puts the device inside the peeling dog that was
going to blow up spaghetti in Tori under the host's chair. Beck, along with André, are going to support Tori during the talk show. Beck seems offended and upset when Tori makes a hurtful comment Canadians. Beck allows two random women to feel him for Tori's sake. Beck enjoys Tori's song. Tori. Beck
tells Tori about his plan to deceive Jade. They talk together in the hallway. Beck trusts Tori not to tell Jade about his plan. Tori seems a lot of fun that Beck is stuck with Sinjin. Other iParty shows with Victorious Tori and Beck make a scene together in which they were husband and wife. When Sikowitz
laughs uncontrollably, they both give a false smile and walk away together. Sikowitz later tries to scare them both. Tori puts his hand on Beck's chin, and he leans in. When Tori and Beck are screaming at her scene, Beck wraps her arms around her. At the lunch table, Tori sits next to Beck until Steven
shows up. When Steven joins the table at lunch, Beck looks pretty upset. (Maybe he was jealous of Tori and Steven's relationship?) Beck tells Tori that the song's line was Shooting some B-Ball and not Chewing some meatballs. Beck and Tori look at each other while they're at the party. When Tori and
Steven are flirting at the table, Beck looks jealous. Unlike Jade, they are both horrified by Trina having put Mabel and Wilson on a leash. At the end of the mix, there's going to be a hug between them, but it was interrupted, Tori pulls out his arms and Beck passes his hand through his hair with a smile on
his face. At the end of the mix, Beck looks a couple of times at Tori before she approaches him and gives him a hug. They sing close to each other at the end. TheSlap.com Hints In Cooking With Beck, Beck is located in Tori's kitchen. She films the video in question and Beck taunts her by saying that if
viewers rewind, pause and zoom in, they can see Tori's nostril. She returns the favor by making fun of how her soup has made Robbie attracted to him. When Tori was new to TheSlap, Beck welcomed him: Well, hello there! I see you found TheSlap.com. You're learning Mrs. Vega!:) Jade: Well, hello
boyfriend. I see you've already found Tori in TheSlap.com. Grreeeaatt (In a sarcastic way). In Beck's picture dressed as a hot puppy Tori comments I Beck, you look hot, dog. In a photo of Jade, Cat and Tori, he comments: They have to be extras in the movie I was in. Hot stuff, calling them all hot. Beck
writes: This adorable photo was taken moments before that crazy dog (which Jade bought me as a gift) crushed my father. Luckily, it's okay. In a picture of Tori and the Rottweiler. Beck writes on Tori's wall: Beck: Hahahahahahaha. Keep thinking about Catherine Obvious! Tori: Oh yes??? Wasn't it you
who said The Early Bird takes the perm? Beck: Hahahahaha. All right, you got me. Tori: Why would a bird need a perm??? Jade: Well, I hate to break up your little flirtation session but Beck... I need you to come rub my feet. Beck: L8r Tori. :( Jade tweets bad about Tori, then Beck said: I thought we talked
about you no longer being mean to Tori in TheSlap. In a photo of Tori and Beck, André writes in the photo he took: Love this Tori and my son, Beck. They look so good together. (Sorry, Jade!) haha. This fits the idea that everyone thinks Beck and Tori would be a perfect couple. Tori's TheSlap.com update
says, Lemonade for Beck. The most popular photos are by Beck and Tori. In a clip from Beck Falls for Tori Tori he mentions how sweet Beck is... and pretty. When Beck wrote on her wall that her girlfriend was going to sing Tori, she wrote What, no love for Louise Nordorf? In the video Tori Takes
Requests: Hamburger, Beck sits very close to Tori. Beck moves all the way from where she was sitting just to sit next to Tori. In the video for the burger, Beck also puts his arm behind Tori. In the video Tori Takes Requests: Hamburger Tori says Look Beck's here! when he sits next to her. Also in the
video, Beck turns Tori into a hamburger. When Beck puts lettuce in Tori's stomach, he pats her in the stomach a little, and she screams: Don't push so hard! Answer: I didn't push! Beck adds a ketchup to the 'Tori' burger, even though he screams: No seasonings! Beck publishes the video of him and Tori
singing Finally Falling and he puts the legend as Tori didn't want him to publish us singing 'Finally Falling'... but I did it anyway! André posted a photo of Tori and Beck in their RV. They use the same smileys in their status updates during Mustache week. Beck defends Tori when Jade was being mean to
her about being expelled from Hollywood Arts at TheSlap. Tori says Beck's statue wants to straighten her hair to look like Beck's, and she doesn't know how it would work. Tori decides not to judge Beck for it, because he has a friend with a talking puppet (Robbie). Tori uploaded a photo with her and Beck
in The Slap and the legend was If you look left, you see jade is standing behind Beck and me. It's a Christmas miracle that didn't turn while Beck and I were joking The photo was called Beck and Tori Get Close. Aw really adorable Tori posted an update on TheSlap and Beck replied: Tori: Every time I
drive down a street in Hollywood that has been mentioned in a song, I start singing it. I'm currently on Santa Monica Blvd. Beck: It sounds like you're having fun! Beck released an update on TheSlap. His mood was useful with a smiling wink. Beck: Spending with Tori at the Gorilla Club, teaching her how
to be a take risk. He's not dead yet. I think we got off to a good start. Tori posted a photo of Beck saying: What does Beck look good about every decade? That's not fair. (Implying that she thinks he's attractive.) Most of the party bus photos Cat posted were by Beck and Tori sitting together in different
backgrounds. In a video where Tori calls Sikowitz, Beck (along with Robbie and Cat) was at the house of doing a school project at 1:30 in the morning. In the video Pranking Sikowitz, they kept looking at each other and talking Each other. Beck made a status saying, No, the rumors aren't true, I didn't kiss
Tori. She spat a chewed deception in my hand, however. Beck posted a picture of himself and Tori saying Man, I have good hair. Tori's a little cute too. Beck posted this photo in TheSlap of him and Tori with the legend,[1]After giving Tori MY sandwich, she thanked me for spitting a chewed bundle of it in
my hand. I'm a very good friend. In one of Cat and Tori's curious, the Curious show that they are dressed like men, the buttoning he wore looked similar to Beck's. In The Crazy Ponnie Pics gallery made by Tori one of the photos shows Beck with a finger basketball with the legend The hardest part of
taking this photo was sticking the basketball to Beck's finger. Tori's Performances clips by Tori show a photo of her from Beck Falls for Tori with the no legend. doesn't fall like in love. Falls as in makes a RIDICULOUS stunt-dive of a building! Beck is so sweet... and pretty! Claiming that Tori thinks Beck is
sweet and pretty. In this clip ( , Tori combs Beck's hair in many different ways and tries to make her hair look ugly, but eventually she does and Tori says Beck looks good in a very quiet way right at the end. In the video Tori Takes Requests - Beck's Hair, Beck asks Tori if they can go to the beach together.
Not with the rest of the band, just the two of them. On the Hollywood Arts Flashback album, Tori said: In three years, Beck has not yet learned the purpose of a button. The boy never sketches his shirts! In utility ads people who wear glasses but don't need video are seen, Tori and Beck are seen talking
and having fun while wearing glasses and wearing them. At The Slap Fight gallery, Tori said she knew Beck was washing her car even though she was already clean, after she saw him seven times. Bori Hints by Nickelodeon Promos Bori, of the promotion of TGP, nick.com supporting Bori? In the
promotion for Victorious' pilot, they mentioned Tori Vega falling hard and showed scenes of her with Beck. In a promotion for Beck Falls for Tori, he said Beck was falling hard for Tori. The episode's title also implied that he too was falling for it. In the tori Goes Platinum promotion, he shows Tori and Beck
leaning on kissing. On nick.com's website, he shows the clip of his near-kiss on Tori Goes Platinum. [1] Nick is letting fans vote to choose whether Tori and Beck should leave, or whether Jade and Beck should meet on Nick Celebrity News and most of the comments are from Bori's senders saying tori and
Beck make the perfect match. [2] On the website of Nick.com published a video/image saying this: Bori Beck and Tori are seen laughing together in the season 1 opening sequence. Beck Beck seen playing guitar with Tori in the season 1 opening sequence. Beck and Tori are seen laughing together again
when Beck is lying on Jade's lap. Along with André and Jade, Beck is the most popular person sent with Tori. Beck and Tori wear purple (dresses) (the previous bori color) together in Beck Falls for Tori. Both Beck and Tori really care about each other. (This is tested on Beck's Big Break and Helen Back
Again.) Tori came to a large extent to make sure Beck regained her role and Beck made sure Tori could stay at Hollywood Arts. (Note: This shows that they care about each other in a friendly way.) In the season 3 opening sequence, when the band slides down the aisle, Beck grabs Tori by the arm and
flees. In the game Victorious: Time To Shine, Beck says tori is really talented and that you should learn a lot from her. [3] Beck and Tori were making a fool of the fool behind Jade's back. They both think the other one's sweet. Beck calls Tori sweet at The Gorilla Club and the pilot when Tori was trying to
remove the coffee stain from Beck's shirt, and Tori says Beck is sweet as candy in Driving Tori Crazy. Both have a constantly mentioned running joke based on their appearance: Tori's cheekbones and Beck's hair. Beck and Tori have embraced each other four times in the full character; once in Beck's
Big Break, once in Jade Gets Crushed, and twice in Tori Goes Platinum. They may have loves to each other, as seen in Tori Goes Platinum, although Beck seems more prominent. They've kissed before and tried to do it a couple of times later. They didn't let him go uncomfortable with each other after the
kissing attempts. Nick.com also shows strong signs of supporting Bori. Similarly, most Hollywood Arts, apparently including Jade, think Beck and Tori would be a perfect couple. Although Beck doesn't seem afraid of things, he's been scared of Tori several times. He was nervous about his zombie mask
(Tori the Zombie), his safety doing the trick (Beck Falls for Tori), when she on the street abandoned alone (Terror on Cupcake Street), her image and mood (Tori Goes Platinum and Crazy Ponnie), and her reputation (Star Spangled Tori). The only time Beck's been scared of someone was for Cat in
André's Horrible Girl. They've both juggled it. Tori thought Captain Obvious was Catherine Obvious and Beck thought the phrase was, the early bird gets the perm instead of worm. Starting with season 2, Tori became the tallest girl, while Beck was always the tallest guy. Victoria Justice confirmed in an
interview with MTV that there was another planned Bori kiss in addition to the method of performance they shared in the Pilot, but Dan Schneider [4] Episodes with a main plot by Bori or subframe pilot: Tori kisses a very receptive and anxious Beck as a way to get back to Tori the Zombie: Beck y Tori
tienen papeles principales en la obra escolar y sus personajes se enamoran el uno del otro. Beck's Big Break: Tori ayuda a recuperar su papel después de que accidentalmente lo despidieron. Beck cae para Tori: Beck hace el truco de Tori para ella. The Gorilla Club: Beck le enseña a Tori cómo ser un
tomador de riesgos. Tori goes Platinum: Después de que Mason Thornesmith obliga a Tori a reinventarse, Beck es la única que está a su lado y la ayuda a través de todo, dos veces cerca de besarla, insinuando que puede sentirse atraído románticamente por ella. Fecha opuesta: Tori y Beck van a una
cita en la que hacen cosas que normalmente no se hacen en una cita para eliminar cualquier tensión persistente y demostrar que pueden seguir siendo amigos pase lo que pase. Bori Songs Finally Falling - Victoria Justice ft. Avan Jogia (Canción Oficial de Bori) Long Shot - Kelly Clarkson Novia - Avril
Lavigne Chispas - Cover Drive What Makes You Beautiful - One Direction I Should've Kissed You - One Direction One Thing - One Direction Daydream - Miranda Cosgrove BAM - Miranda Cos Aboutgrove About You Now - Miranda Cosgrove I'm Not Okay - My Chemical Romance Paralyzed - Big Time
Rush You Belong With Me - Taylor Swift Forever - Chris Brown Denial - Sugababes Ultraviolet - Stiff Dylans I Want To You - David Archuleta Brighter - Paramore hold It Against Me - Britney Spears CrushCrushCrush - Paramore You and I - Anarbor Round And Round - Selena Gomez Call Me Maybe -
Carly Rae Jepsen I Want You To Me - Cheap Trick Boys With Girlfriends - Meiko Crazy4 U - R5 Misery Business - Paramore All I Wanted - Paramore Just the Girl - The Click Five Everywhere de Michelle Branch DJ Got Us Falling In Love Again - Usher Your Love Is My Drug - Ke$ha Not Your Cinderella-
Payton Rae Rhythm Of Love - Plain White T's Love Like Woe - The Ready Set She Will Be Loved - Maroon 5 Safe With Me - Jojo The Hardest Thing - 98 Degrees If You're Not The One - Daniel Beddingfield Lips Of An Angel - Hinder With You - Chris Brown Dirty Little Secret - The All American Rejects
Yours to Hold - Skillet Secret Smile - Semisonic Dare You To Move - Switchfoot Catch Me - Demi Lovato Every Time We Touch - Cascada Your Love Is A Song - Switchfoot Jump Then Fall - Taylor Swift Can't Stand It - NeverShoutNever Trouble - NeverShoutNever Crush - Ciara Can't Find The Words -
Karina Pasian Why Can't I - Liz Phair Stick Around - Ariana Grande &amp; Graham Phillips I think I'm In Love With You - Jessica Simpson Ashes and Wine - A Fine Frenzy My Boo - Usher ft. Alicia Keys Quiet - LIGHTS I'd Lie - Taylor Swift Kiss Me - Sixpence None The Richer The Way You Make Me
Feel - Michael Jackson Never Change - Chase Coy Rocketeer - Movimiento del Lejano Oriente No me importaría - Es la sonrisa - Avril Lavigne The Little Things - Colbie Caillat Nothing Even Matters - Big Time Rush The Niceest Thing - Nash Someone Like You - The Summer Set Set Like Me - Atomic
Kitten Don't Let Go - En Vogue Think About Love - Indiana Evans You're The Reason - Victoria Justice The Girl With Everything - Indiana Evans Dilemma - Nelly ft. Kelly Rowland Gone - Nelly ft. Kelly Rowland Into Your Arms - The Maine So Contagious - Acceptance If I Had You - Adam Lambert All I
Ever Wanted - Basshunter Forever Baby - Matt Bennett and Jake Farrow Super Bass - Nicki Minaj Beautiful Soul - Jesse McCartney In Your Arms - Stanfour Shakespeare - Miranda Cosgrove She Ain't You - Chris Brown U Smile - Justin Bieber Use Somebody by Kings Of Leon You'll Never Know -
VersaEmerge Falling In Love In A Coffee Shop - Landon Pigg Super Cute - NeverShoutNever Her Eyes - Pat Monahan Sick Inside - Hope Partlow Dancing On My Own - Robyn Call Your Girlfriend - Robyn Assassin - John Mayer Anymore - Travis Tritt RobynFriends Don't Let Friends Dial Drunk - Plan
White T's Stuck In The Moment - Justin Bieber Just So You Know - Jesse McCartney To Be With You - David Archuleta Until You're Mine - Demi Lovato I Do - Colbie Caillat Take Me Away - Keyshia Cole You're My Favourite Song - Demi Lovato Blame It On The Rain - He Is We Lightweight - Demi
Lovato You Make Me Feel - Cobra Starship ft. Sabi I'm Falling Even More In Love With You - Lifehouse Alive - Leona Lewis Drop In The Ocean - Ron Pope Call Me - Robbie Nevil Stereo Hearts - Gym Class Heroes ft. Adam Levine Just Say Sí - Snow Patrol Teardrops On My Guitar - Taylor Swift You
Make Me You Make Me Quiero... - Usher Kiss Me - Jason Walker I Love You - Avril Lavigne You'll Be In My Heart - Phil Collins Hello - Lionel Richie Easy - Rascal Flatts ft. Natasha Bedingfield Chasing Cars - Snow Patrol Here Without You - 3 Doors Down A Whole New World - Brad Kane&amp;Lea
Salonga Cheer Me Up - Detector de Radar Natasha Bedingfield - Darwin Deez Kiss The Girl - Ashley Tisdale Ever Ever Ever After - Carrie Underwood Need You Now - Lady Antellbellum We Are - Joy Williams Just A Kiss Lady - Antellbellum Dancin' Away con mi corazón - Lady Antebellum Hurt -
Christina Aguilera Die In Your Arms - Justin Bieber Boyfriend - Justin Bieber I Love You More Than You Will Ever Know - NeverShoutNever Young Love - JEDWARD A Thousand Years - Christina Perri Don't You Remember - Adele Someone Like You - Adele Down - Jason Walker Holding On and Letting
Go - Ross Copperman Skiman Skiman Love Hunter Hayes I Know Know Know - Big Time Rush feat. Cymphonique Tonight I Want to Cry - Keith Urban Faint Not - Jenny y Taylor Excepcional - JoJo Bless The Broken Road - Rascal Flatts The Reason - Hoobastank These Words - Natasha Bedingfield The
Reason - Westlife Unwritted - Natasha Bedingfield I Don't want to Wait - Paula Cole Bad Boys - Victorious Cast feat. Victoria Justice Faster Than The Boyz - Victorious Cast feat. Victoria Justice Oath - Cher Lloyd feat. Becky G. Someone Like You - Adele You're The Reason - Justice all that really matters
- Kendall Schmidt and Sean Michael Bey boyfriend - Big Time Rush Count On You - Big Time Rush All Your Love - Lulu Antariksa and Daniel Durston Only Hope - Mandy Moore Crush - Mandy Moore Cry - Mandy Moore Need You Now - Lady Antebellum Rhythem Of Love - Plain White T's Right Here
Waiting for You - Richard Marx Kiss You - One Direction Kiss Me - Ed Sheeran Heart Skips A Beat - Olly Murs I would - One Direction Look After You - The Fray Autumn Leaves - Ed Sheeran Drops Of Jupiter - Train Lucy - Skillet The Power Of Love - Gabrielle Aplin Butterfly Fly Away - Miley Cyrus Crush
- David Archuleta One Kiss - Calvin Harris with Dua Lipa I Like Me Better- Lauv Bori Fan Representation Gif of Beck in Beck Falls for Tori. Official song: Finally Falling by Victoria Justice and Avan Jogia, because the two sang this song together in the sixth episode Tori The Zombie. The two looked each
other in the eye and smiled several times throughout the performance. They seemed to have a real connection when they sang this song together. The song also describes their current relationship on the show. They seem to fall in love more and more every day, and they're finally realizing that. Official
game: Alphabetical Improv, because Tori and Beck had their first kiss during this game in the Episode Pilot. Official number: 10, because they kissed in the first episode for exactly 10 seconds. Bori KISS Official Color: Blue, because blue represents Beck's relaxation, continues with Tori's flow personality
and kind and challenged personality. Official Meal: Burgers, due to the following video. Tori the Hamburger Official Drink: Pink Lemonade, due to the nice conversation they had about why lemonade is pink in The Wood. Official Mascot: Zombies, because Tori wore a zombie mask in Tori The Zombie
when she and Beck sang together for the first time during the play. Official Romantic Point: Sikowitz' Classroom, because that's where they met, where they shared their first kiss, and where they've played a couple in many acting scenes. Official website: Bori Wiki Beck+Tori Bori Fanfiction Note: If you
read any of these fans, please write a review telling the author what you thought and let them know that you have discovered his work through this wiki. Thank you! Bori Quotes - The first moment Bori (Tori bumps into Beck and spills his coffee on his shirt) Beck: Whoa, he and. Tori: Oh my God. (Beck
looks at Tori and smiles) Beck: Uh... It is ok. Tori: No, I spilled coffee on your... ugh, here... I think it's coming out. (Try to remove the stain from Beck's shirt by rubbing it) Beck: Seriously, it's okay. you are.. you're sweet, but you could actually be getting worse. (Tori and Beck look at each other for a long
time, before the Jade comes in) Tori: I know what he's going to do feel better. Beck: Jumping Jacks? Tori: Kiss me. Beck: A little weird... Let's do it. (They kiss) Tori: Man I love this school! Beck: I'd better sink her. Tori: I'm so sorry! Beck: (Pats her head) Stop saying that! (Beck's Big Break) - Tori: Hi Beck.
Beck: Tori Vega? Tori: That's me! Beck: Are you sure you're not Crystal Waters? Tori: Do you have the call?! Beck: I'm back in the movie! Tori: Yay! (They hug until Jade approaches and counts down) (Beck's Big Break) - Beck: Hey, why is it pink? Tori: It's pink lemonade. Beck: I've never seen pink
lemons. Tori: No pink lemons. Beck:... So what makes it pink? Tori: Well... you know, it's... shut up! (The Wood) - Tori: Beck... Beck... Beck (While you're looking for him) Beck: Yes? (With female voice.) Tori: Beck?! Beck: I'm not Beck, it's you! (As you walk to Tori) Tori: Wait, wait... how did you do it...
where, where did you come from that dress? Beck: The cat did it! (While swinging the bottom of the dress from side to side and smiling) Are you sweating? (Touch Tori's forehead with his hand to see if he's sweating) Tori: Yes. I think I'm having an anxiety attack. I don't want to do the trick. I'm scared!
Beck: It's okay. I got this. (While taking your sunglasses) Tori: What are you, what are you? (While Beck puts on her sunglasses and fixes 'her' hair) Beck: Shhh... Wait here. (Run to do the trick) Tori: Do I look so good running away? (Tori intends to flee) (Beck Falls for Tori) to Tori (as an anonymous
character): There's something you want to tell me. I can feel it. Beck (as an anonymous character): What can a man say to his wife just minutes before the world ends. (As Beck stops leaning on the black box and gets closer to Tori.) Tori: (as an un nameless character): What's hope? Beck: (as an
anonymous character): When all hope is gone, what can we expect? (Tori reaches out to touch Beck's chin) (Beck bows) (Tori touches Beck's chin) Tori (as an anonymous character): More hope. (Sikowitz shouts, And the comet strikes!) (They cling to each other.) Beck and Tori (as nameless characters):
AHHHH! (iParty with Victorious) - Penny (Tori): I don't know! Bellhop (Beck): It's okay that you don't know. Penny (Tori): But you deserve an answer! Bellhop (Beck): I can wait, for you I would wait a thousand years. Penny (Tori): But there are so many! Bellhop (Beck): I know I'm poor, I know I don't have
much to offer, but I love you. (Penny (Tori) turns around and starts to walk away.) Penny (Tori): Because I'm beautiful? Bellhop (Beck): I don't love you because you're beautiful, (As you walk behind it) (Bellhop (Beck) stretches out and grabs her shoulder and turns it around) Bellhop (Beck): You're
beautiful because I love you. Penny (Tori): Whoa. (Tori the Zombie) - Beck: What are you doing? Tori: Don't you know with anger throwing in my locker? (Tori hits his locker) Beck: Beck: Have you figured out how to decorate it yet? Tori: Yes, look, I put a streak on it, don't you see the line? Beck: I see the
line. Tori: I don't know what to do. Beck: Why don't you do something.... You know.... creative and deep? Tori: What did you do to yours? Beck: Come on! (Beck nodded in the direction of his locker and took Tori to his locker and shows it to him) Tori: Clear? Beck: Transparent... I have no secrets... and
neither does my locker. Tori: But... Oh, that's creative and deep! Beck: Yes. Tori: So... Anyway, about the bird scene... Beck: (Smile, then pat him on the head) Later! (Beck's leaving) (The Bird Scene) - Beck: Hey, you want to come to lunch with us? Tori: Sure, let me... (Sikowitz throws a ball at him) Tori:
AHH! (Later) Beck: Protect your face. (Beck comes out.) (The Bird Scene) - Beck: Are you coming with? Tori: Sure! (While nodding and smiling) (Everyone goes away, but Beck waits for Tori and then the two leave together) Tori: Okay, if you had to give up the Internet or one of your feet? Beck: Say a
foot. Tori: Seriously, would you give up a foot to keep the internet? Beck: Absolutely. Tori: I know, but my foot is part of my body and the internet is, yes, my foot. (A Dale Squires film) to Tori: Okay, ugh... Let's start the first shot. Beck! Beck: Yes? Tori: Let me have you on the couch... (Jade says, Girl! in a
warning tone.) Tori:... for the shot! (A Dale Squires film) Beck: Hey, it's Beck. Tori: Hey, baby! Beck: Sup? Tori: My parents aren't home. Beck: Ooh, that sounds pretty good! Tori: I know, I feel like I haven't seen you forever. Beck: So guess what I want? Tori: aw, do you want me to tickle your belly? Beck:
Yes, of course! Tori: You should come! Beck: Yes, my girlfriend's not going to like that. Tori: I won't tell him! Beck: Okay, I'll be there soon. Tori: All right. I love you, I miss you! Beck: You make me happy! (Tori kisses on the phone) Beck: Goodbye! Tori: Later! (The Wood) Note: This conversation is staged
and didn't really happen between Tori and Beck. Tori (Pedesco Officer): I need to see your license and registration! Beck (Malcolm): Oh! I'm sorry about that agent. (Grabbing his face.) I don't have a car, so I don't have such documents in my pants pockets. (Jade (Betty-Sue) turns to look at Tori &amp;
Beck (Officer Pedesco and Malcolm) with a jealous/angry face) Tori: (Officer Pedesco): Why don't you stop invading my personal space?! How about some of this Raisin Bran? Beck: (Malcolm): I'm a game, so why don't you put a problem in my mouth? (Tori starts putting some Raisin Bran in Beck's
mouth) (Sleepover at Sikowitz's) - Beck (Malcolm): Have you ever seen a wilder carnivorous beast rubbing on Dan Schneider? (While playing Tori (Pedesco Officer) repeatedly) (Officer Pedesco): I'm a police officer! Beck (Malcolm): I'll retire then. (Stop pricking) pricking it) at Sikowitz's) Beck (Malcolm):
Hey, what time is it? Tori (Pedesco Officer): Ah, ah, you broke your character, you lost, I'm a police officer and I'm victorious! (As you get up, pointing at Beck's face (Malcolm)) (Beck (Malcolm) smiles) Tori (Officer Pedesco): Enjoy some Raisin Bran, you Brit! (While you pick up the Raisin Bran and throw
it at Beck (Malcolm) who is smiling and doesn't stop it) Tori (Pedesco Officer): This is Officer Pedesco, code 3, (insert siren noise here) HA! Tori: What's going on? Beck: My aunt says we can't go to Cancun. Tori: Aw... why? Beck: He found out he was bringing Jade. (Sikowitz says HA!) (Locked!) Beck:
So, I heard some of you are going to Yerba. Tori: Yes, we are. Would you like to come to Yerba with us Beck? Beck: Oh, that would be great, thank you! (Locked!) Beck: Tori!... I Tori! (Later.) Beck: Tori!... Tori!... I Tori! (After Jade throws the broom at the store) Tori: Oh! (After Jade says Come play!) Tori:
Leave me alone! Beck: What about the hot cheese attack on Cat? (Tori gets up from the store as Beck walks towards her) Tori: I don't know. I mean, I'm not the jealous type. I've never done anything like this before, but watching my ex-boyfriend get hold of Cat, I guess just... I lost it for a second and the
next thing I knew, my hand was on the cheese valve. I have to go apologize to them. (Tori leaves and Beck and Jade come to Tori out and leave the sausage) Tori: Well, I'm going home now, forever. Beck: No, you're not leaving this school. (While pulling it back) (Later) Beck: I mean, we're all going to
talk to Helen about this right now. (Later) Beck: Let's go find Helen. (Beck, Tori, Cat, André and Robbie go looking for Helen) (Helen Back Again) Beck: Who would Catherine be? Tori: Catherine could be a captain! (Survival of the Hottest) - Tori: What do we do? Beck: I don't know. (Survival of the Hottest)
- Tori: Life is pain. Beck: Life is pain. (Tori Torture Master) Beck: Who's a rock star?! Tori: Me! (They're all five through each other) Beck: All right, I'll tell you what. Tori: What? Beck: I'll take you to school tomorrow. Tori: (Excited) Really? Beck: Sure! (Driving to Tori Crazy) - Beck: Hey, hey, hey, hey! You
did it! Tori: I did it! (Jump into Beck's arms and hug) I'm going to sing at the Platinum Music Awards! Beck: I know!... you want your sandwich back? Beck: Why don't you stop? Tori: Because if I don't keep acting like a 'bad rock girl' they could leave me from the show! Beck: The show's in two days, they
can't fire you. Tori: I don't know, I'm afraid. Beck: Listen, tell Mason Thornesmith you're not going to play his little game anymore. Tori: But... Beck: The world needs that you really are..... because you're amazing. (Audiences say aw and Tori and Beck look lovingly at the eyes and play romantic music and
bend over to kiss) (Tori Va Platinum) Beck: Shhh... (Caressing Tori's hair to soothe her) (Crazy Ponnie) to Tori: Hey, (Beck's motions to join her) come here! (Take out your phone and both go to bed with the laser beam) Beck: (Approaching Tori) What are we doing? Tori: Measurement to see how high
this beam is, from the ground. Jade: (From a distance) Eight inches. Beck: Would you let me measure it, please? (Both Tori and Beck get up from the ground, and Tori checks their phone) Beck: Well? Tori: Eight inches. So, tomorrow night, I guess it's just you and me. Tori: If it's just the two of us, what I
guess is like... Beck: (calling Tori to continue) Tori: A date! Beck: We'll make the opposite of a date. Tori: An OPPOSITE date! Beck: It's not a date, we're just together! Tori: I'm NOT looking forward to it! (laughs as he looks at Beck and walks away) (Opposite date) Beck: Yes, actually, when I take you
home later, I'm going to punch you in the arm! As.. (hits her slightly on the arm) Tori: Oww, too hard (rub your arm and laugh) Beck: aw, your baby! (pinch your arm) Tori: You're a baby! Beck: Mmm Tori: You're a baby... Beck: All right! Tori: With... lots of hair! (gets in the hair) Beck: No, I'm not! (both
laughing and playing each other) (Opposite date) - Guy with a fish tank: Uh, I think we're ignoring the obvious question.... (Tori and Beck look confused) Do you two have feelings for each other? (everyone leans over to hear their answers) (Tori and Beck look at each other) Tori: Hey, is our dog ointment
readyyyyy?! (scream behind as they both smile nervously trying to change the subject) (Opposite date) - Tori: (Walk through Beck's entrance looking for apologies and waves) Beck: Uh oh, here comes the problem. Tori: Stop... I came to tell you I'm sorry. Beck: Which one of us? Tori: To both... (Points in
Beck) You first, um... I know how important Tinkle-Aid is to you and André and Robbie -- Beck: What about all the hollywood arts guys? Tori: I know, and so... I feel horrible and ashamed to disappoint them. Beck: Okay (Smile) (Three girls and a moose) Beck: Hey. Tori: Hey! So, you and Meredith, are
you going to sing? Beck: There will be no poodles. Tori: What?! After everything I've done?! I almost got attacked with toilet paper! Beck: Look, Meredith is... nice, too nice. I think I've learned something about myself. Tori: That you're ungrateful to your friend who tried to fix you up with a pretty girl? Beck:
No, I think I like dating a girl you know, she defends herself. Tori: Beck: I mean a girl who has strong opinions, you know, and a big mouth. Tori: Why? Because it's not easy. Easy is boring. Boring. (seems annoying) Not bad. I get it. So who's NOT boring? (Tori fixes Beck and Jade) - Jade: Hey, great
song... André. (spoken in Tori's voice) Tori: Thank you... Beck! (sarcastically directed towards Jade) Beck: Good job! (rub Tori's arm before she takes her punch) Beck: Uhh-- Tori: Mmm! *gasps* A weiner?! (take the hot dog sausage out of the cup) Beck:... come with the punch! Tori: (look around, look at
sausages, shrug, put it back in the cup, and keep drinking) (Thousand berry balls) Beck: We'd better get out of here before we get the flour pumped. Tori: Relax! Everyone knows that the flour bomber only attacks once a day. (Both turn around to get away when the flour bomber arrives and throws flour on
both sides) Tori: Sometimes twice! (Robbie Sells Rex) Beck: O hey. Tori: Oh my God! No, no, no! Beck: Wow, I've never heard that about a girl. Tori: I haven't decided who's going to be on my Brain Squeezers team yet, so if you want to be back then, you're going to have to -- Beck: Wow, wow, wow,
wow, wow. I was standing here, and I said hey. Tori: I'm sorry. It's just everybody, and I mean everyone's been bothering me today. (They both stop talking and turn around to see Robbie cleaning Tori's locker) Robbie: Oh hey! Tori: Why are you cleaning my locker..? Robbie: Because we're friends and I
want things to be okay. Yes, just uh, it's going to make it shine! Okay, go to class, but first, for you! Tori: Why do you give me $20? Robbie: Because I think you're great! And, because we're super friends! Tori: I'm not promising to choose you to be on my Brain Squeezers team. (Robbie pulls the $20 out of
his hand and throws dirt into his locker, then Cat comes around) -- Beck: Wow, I guess people are pretty desperate to be on a game show. Tori: I guess -- (look at Beck suspiciously) I see through his little plan! Beck: What's my plan? Tori: Oh you know, to play everything cool and act like you don't mind
being on my Brain Squeezers team! Get in my head and make me want to ask you to be in it! Beck: You know what, that's really insulting... can I be on your team? Tori: I knew it! (Both begin to walk away arguing) (Squeeze your brain) - Jade: (About Beck) Because I'm prettier than him! Tori: Are you?
(The Slap Fight) Bori in real life Even though Tori and Beck have tons of chemistry in the program, their real-life chemistry is even bigger and better. Victoria and Avan are actually best friends in real life. They tend to hang out most of the time. They have many adventures, two of which are a trip to London
and New York. If you see a photo or video with these two, there's a 95% chance they're next to it Other. If they're not hanging out, they're often talking on Twitter. (See: Vavan) Gallery Click here to view Bori's photo gallery. Video Gallery Click here to view the Bori Video Gallery. Highlights Bori Episode
Tori Goes Goes Bori Featured Photo Featured Bori Moment Beck and Tori playing a married couple in the short film (The Slap Fight) featured Bori Singstar2745 outstanding Bori Video References Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Observed.
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